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lll Semester B.Com. Examination, AprillMay 2021
(CBCS Repeaters Prior to 2019-20ng15-16 and Onwards)

LANGUAGE ENGLISH - III

Max. Marks : 70

Instructions: 1) Answer all the questions.
2) Write the correct question number.

SECTION - A

l. Answer any five of the following in one or two sentences each : (5x2=10)

1) What was the final warning given by Seguin to save the goat ?

2) Describe the preparation made by Shymanath for the dinner.

3) In what way was Gandhari betrayed ?

4) What kind of music did the narrator like in 'The Night I met Einstein' ?

5) Who was Ou Klass ?

6) Name the technical devices used by Flitler'Propaganda under
Dictatorship'.

7) Why did the poet call the day'brave' and night'hideous' in the sonnet ?

ll. Answer any four of the following in about 80-100 words : (415=20)

1) What is the narrator's intention in telling the story of the goat to the
budding poet ?

2) How did the mother manage to please the Sahib in 'Dinner for the Boss' ?

3) Give an account of the encounter between the narrator and the great
scientist.

4) The bench serves as a symbol of everything that Karlie protested and
won. Do you agree ?

5) According to Huxley in what different ways do a spiritual leader and a
dictator appeal to the people in 'Propaganda under Dictatorship' ?

6) 'Thou among the wastes of time must go'. What does this line tell us
about the certainty of Time's power ?
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lll. Answer any two of the following in a page :
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(2x10=20)
1) According to the story'Dinner for the Boss', what factors affect family

relationships ?
2) How does Einstein equate learning of music with learning of mathematics ?
3) Does the reading of the story alter your understanding of the character of

Gandhari ?

SECTION - B

lV. write a report on effects of Gadgets in about 250 words.

V. Develop a narrative using the tree diagram given below with suitable
cohesive devices.
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Vl. Write a letter to your principal requesting her to reduce the college admission
fee in times of the pandemic.


